ABSTRACT. For finite-dimensional subspaces of i°° over a non-archimedean valued base field K we study orthocomplementation as related to the Hahn-Banach property and strictness. As a corollary we obtain that, if K is not spherically complete, a closed hyperplane in Co having the Hahn-Banach property is orthocomplemented (Theorem 2.1, Remark 2).
1. Introduction. Our starting point is the study of orthocomplemented subspaces of Co (carried out in full in [1] , 5.4). Here the behaviour of subspaces of finite codimension is crucial which justifies special attention. In this note we have taken the (equivalent) dual view point i.e. the study of finite-dimensional subspaces of t°°. It contains all the essentials of [1] .
Throughout K is a non-archimedean complete valued field whose valuation | | is nontrivial. All Banach spaces are over K. We shall use the notations and conventions of [2] . In particular we recall that for Banach spaces E and F the expression E ~ F indicates that E and F are isomorphic i.e. that there exists a linear isometrical bijection E->F.
Let D be a closed subspace of some Banach space E. We say that D is strict (in E) if for each x G E the function d \-> \\x -d\\ (d G D) has a minimum, equivalently if the quotient map 7r: E -• EjD is strict in the sense of [2] PROOF. Clearly, (7) =» (a), (7) => 08). Assume (a). Then there exists an/ G (1°°)' for which ||/]| ||JC|| = 1 = \f(x)\, and one verifies immediately that Ker/ is an orthocomplement of AJC, so we proved (a) => (7). If \x m \ = max w |x"| then one verifies easily that {(yi ,yi,...) E £°° : }> m = 0} is an orthocomplement of Kx which proves (£) => (7). To arrive at the remaining implication (J3) => (5), suppose |jc n | < ||x|| for all n E N; we shall prove that D is not strict. We regret to have to leave Question 2 as an open problem. An equivalent formulation is the following (see [1] , Section 4 Problem I). 
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is a quotient map and sends the closed unit ball of Co onto the closed unit ball of F. Now, since ||F|| = \K\, the same is true for arbitrary closed balls about 0 rather than the unit ball. But this means that IT is a strict quotient map. EXAMPLE 4.2. Let K be separable with a dense valuation (e.g., let K be the completion of the algebraic closure of Q^). Then there exists a closed subspace H of Co, with codimension 2, that is strict but not HB.
PROOF. According to [3], 1.14 there is a three-dimensional Banach space F over the (non-spherically complete) field K such that (i) every two-dimensional subspace of F has an orthonormal base, (ii) F has no orthogonal base. From (i) we obtain ||F|| = \K\ so by the previous theorem there exists a strict quotient map 7r:co -> F. Choose e E F, ||e|| = 1; there exists an a E Co with ir(a) = e and \\a\\ = 1. Then// := ir~l(Ke) = D + Ka (whereD := Ker7r) has codimension2.
To prove strictness of//, let JC E CQ \ H; we show that ||x -ho\\ < \\x -h\\ (h E H) for some ho E //. First, by (i) the space [7T(JC), ir(a)] has an orthogonal base so we can find a Ao E K such that Next, suppose H is HB in co\ we derive a contradiction. In fact, let/ £ H' given by
Then \\f\\ = 1 (the choice of a entails that^Ta and D are orthogonal) and it extends to an / G c 0 for which ||/|| = 1. Then, for each* E Ker/ ll«-*ll = 11/ 11 ll«-*ll > lft«-*)l = IA«)I = i = IMI (ii) IfE is embeddable then clearly ||£|| = ||£°°|| = \K\. Conversely, if ||£|| = \K\ then, since K is spherically complete E has an orthonormal base, hence E ~ K" <-> l°° for some n E {1,2,...}. REMARK PROOF, (i) If E is isomorphic to some HB subspace of £°° then ||£'|| C \\(l°°y\\ = ||co|| = ^.Conversely, if H^' H = | A^| then there exists, by Theorem 4.1, a strict quotient map co -> E' whose adjoint E" -> c' 0 leads to an inclusion map E -> E" -• c' 0 = £°° where E -E" and E" is HB.
(ii) If E is orthocomplemented then by Theorem 3.2 it has an orthonormal base. The converse is clear. REMARK 1. We do not have a similar characterization of 'E is isomorphic to a strict subspace of l°°\ 
